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About This Game

Dr.Green is a 2D retro, arcade, action platformer, inspired by games like Megaman and Ninja Senki. Take control of
the orphan Dr.Green, on his mission to save the forest and take revenge on the evil forces trying to destroy it. Dr.Green

is the debut game of Indie developer & Pixel artist Johan Aronsson and is both an evironmental statement and a
captivating story of a young child uncovering his past.

Story

One day Dr.Green awakes to find his home under attack. The forest he grew up in was under siege by workers. Their sole intent
to destroy the natural beauty of his home for profit. Dr.Green, insensed by thier actions makes a stand against them in order to
stop the destruction and save his home. Embarking upon this journey will take Dr.Green to places beyond the comfort of his

home and leads him to discover mysterious secrets surrounding his past.
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Dr.Green is about fighting for what you believe in, even if things seems hopeless.

Gameplay

In Dr.Green you will experience a classic, arcade inspired gameplay. Taking control over the orphan Dr.Green you use your pea
gun, loaded with powerful seeds to take down your enemies. Since Dr.Green was raised in the forest and spent a lot of time with

its inhabitants he has learned the ability to double jump to be able to keep up. Double jump will prove to be a good quality on
his journey and a key to progress.

Features

Controller Support (Analog & D-pad)

Rebindable keys for keyboard

Colourful pixel art graphics

Captivating double twisted story

Chiptune inspired soundtrack

Dr.Green have 8 levels in total, each guarded by a boss, more or less important to the story. All levels have a new element or a
new enemy introduced, carefully created to fit the area they are in and often inspired by previous enemies's behaviour to give

you a nice and smooth, but still, challenging experience.

The game is not created in the mind of giving the player another game to blast through. I wanted to maintain the horrible, yet
enchanting difficulty old platformers like Megaman had. Rewarding the player for getting to know the enemy, their movements,

how the levels work, finding the timers. The game is constructed in a way that everytime you game over, you do it knowing
something new about the obstacle and get you closer to the finish line.

The gameplay is not always entierly linear and there are levels that provide alternative ways to mix things up a little and also
encourage the player to try other ways to gain time or find more score.

Throughout the level you will find seeds that you can collect, these will give you score. You will also find caged animals, that
award you when freed. Depending on your final score, you will get different endings.
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Burly Men at Sea has a very nice art style and calm soundtrack, which will probably interest children. However, I cannot
recommend the game for other players because it's very short for the price tag, and the gameplay is repetitive and it seems like
there's no point to the story.. I really wanted to like this. I enjoy "idle" games....and this had the potential of customizing my ship
with the crew I wanted and sending it out into combat. But the auto gunners are morons and couldn't hit water if they fell off the
ship. OK, no prob, I'll take a more active role in combat. But...the customization options are shallow....you HAVE to have a
specific set up, and theres really no challenge about it.

I managed to methodically fight the same three aircraft over and over again (think Jaws for the NES) in order to get to the
enemy base. As I was shooting shield generators in a sudden first person persepective, the game opted to crash on me. I didn't go
back in and start over...I just took it as a sign.

This would've been an excellent premise and if more effort was funneled into this game it could've goin far. But the player base
feels the game is abandoned, and it definitely feels like a game that needs a bit of a polish before being fun.. Bad and buggy.
Save your money. This is complete♥♥♥♥♥. Like DLC for VX Ace? Great! Looking for retro looking Characters and Tilesets?
Even better! If this is right for you, give it a try. Though, don't expect a hundered graphical resources in this DLC. It also
contains some characters from RPG Maker 2003! It includes some cool custom made characters in it too, along with emotions.
Lastly, the Tilesets have that 90's JRPG vibe to it as well. Overall, it's not bad. However, a second addition to this DLC that
included Faces and Battlers would be a nice touch to it.. Not working on my 2.2ghz dualcore Lenovo laptop.. Now free, you
play.
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The creation of this game was an ai rampage. Really drab and relies too much on RNG.. I do not usually leave reviews. This
game deserves it though. Very well done and the only thing stopping the rest of my household from buying it is that we can't
play together. If this had multiplayer, this game would be a perfect 5 stars.. Sigh...what a disappointment.

The trailer looks promising, with a unique color palette aesthetic and interesting enemy sprites. The gameplay seemed to mix old-
school arcade shooters with modern bullet hell titles.

While Red Death does offer gameplay like that, it's incredibly shallow. Enemy design is limited, bullet patterns are predictable,
the framerate drops to a chug every few seconds, the music is dull and listless, and there are only three levels. It took me about
20 minutes to get to the end of this game.

And the worst part? The writing, oddly enough, as you'd think the writing in an arcade shooter shouldn't matter. But as the game
attempts at presenting a narrative throughout the levels there's nothing you can do to skip the spelling errors, grammatical errors,
egregiously unnecessary profanity, and stupid story. Does Lovecraft really need to be shoved into everything? No.

For $0.50 I guess I can't complain too much, but if I found this in a real arcade, I'd pop my two quarters in once and never come
back to it.. Its not a good game...

But its not a bad game the idea is very nice, but its a bit confusing in the start a tutorial would have been nice. even though it was
a rather confusing experience i still used some hours to play it. Kinda dissapointed though by no prize for beating mars.. Half-
Life: Opposing Force

This is the best add on to Half-Life in my opinion. There are new weapons and not a single crowbar. You can also create a time
paradox. Race X creatures are really good enemies and the gene worm is a lot more threatening than a gargantua and a PCV suit
instead of an HEV suit or an armour vest. You get to interact with other soldiers and maybe even create a small group. I really
have nothing negative to say about this, everything works well. Get this if you like Half-Life series!

Grade: 10/10. I got this game Humble Bundle when I had no idea who Edmund McMillen was at the time. I really wanted to like
this game. It was charming, it had a nice premise but it played like a broken mess. I went back many times to it, but never
managed to get a handle on the controls. Do not buy this game as a standalone product unless you tried the demo first. If you can
actually get somewhere then more power to you.. If You enjoyed Defend the Highlands then you are guaranteed to enjoy this as
well. It's pretty much the same game, but with some fantastic new weapons, and friends and foes, set in various countries around
the world. It's great fun playing on levels that feature the Eiffel tower Sydney Harbour bridge and lots of other famous
landmarks.

For anyone new to the games, it is Tower Defense meets Real Time Strategy, but done in a way that is just different enough to
any other game of this type that you might have played. For people who are easily offended by nationality stereotyping and
occassional offensive language then perhaps steer clear, but for anyone else who actually has a sense of humour and likes their
humour just a bit on the 'wrong-side', they will find much to make them smile\/laugh. There are a few times where I caught
myself thinking "Did I just hear that right?".

IMPROVEMENTS

- I think overall the upgrade system is better, and you notice much more the positive effects of your upgrades.
- level design is good, with a great variety requiring you to evolve your strategy as the game progresses. I thought level design
was good in the first game, but it seems to be even better this time around
- No bagpipes - well there are a few, but you no longer need to have your scotsmen play bagpipes to summon more Scotsmen.
Now you attach your men to a large gear which spins a fan creating an updraft which Scotsmen can parachute down. The more
Scotsmen you attach to the fan , the faster it goes, and the faster you get recruits. While the logic of this is crazy - it is a much
better game mechanic, and means you have more scotsmen available for deploying on the battlefield (and you will need them).
- New weapons\/gadgets are all fantastic. They really add to the gameplay and are quite diverse. It would spoil the game to go
into detail about what these do, but they really do give you a lot to play with and try a number of different approaches. I still
found the turnip gun & porridge cannons to be my primary weapons, but I had to experiment with strategies for using the new
weapons to help me to get through the more difficult levels.
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- Animation and model quality is better this time around. It was adequate in the first game (but still hilarious where you were
laughing with it, not at it) , but you can see a real improvement in this game.

BAD STUFF

Nothing ! I love this game. However there were a few bugs noticed, and as this game is in early release at the time of reviewing,
I will detail them for the benefit of the developer.

- Scotmen pathfinding - sometimes a scotsman will get stuck behind a barrier, usually if there are other scotsmen nearby, ie. in
his path. This happened often enough to notice but not often enough to really ruin the gaming experience. Happens when in
really close proximity to other scotsmen. Mostly seemed to happen against the sandbag barriers.

- Some levels have quite high terrain, and the camera can be difficult to control when you move over the high areas. Normally
the camera stays zoomed out at the level that you have set with the mouse wheel, but on a high point the camera would suddenly
zoom in too low, and so you would have to zoom out again. The result - as you pan from high to low and back again, and vice-
versa - the camera starts behaving like a yo-yo. On some levels like Vesuvius I think it would have been helpful to let the camera
actually zoom out a bit further, because it gets pretty close to the ground when you are hovering over your factory on this level.

Thats about it really. Most times I was too frantic trying to build up my defenses to notice anything. You end up playing the
game zoomed out quite far, however there were still times when I had time to zoom in and watch the animations which are
hilarious.

Took me 10 hours to get through the whole thing, and I think that is awesome value for a game of this price. Don't wait for it to
go on sale, I highly recommended to anyone who enjoys tower defense\/RTS games, and it should be a certain buy for any fans
of the first game. Don't let early release put you off. This game - minus a few bug fixes - is completely playable from beginning
to end.. Its a nice game, holding its promisses as far as I can tell. You get further every time you try.
its lovely made, just take a look. I can recommend it since its what I expected.
Downside is, its realy buggy but that was to be expected too, since its early access right now.
Still on its way to be improved.
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